Magento events are a great chance to learn more about Magento ecosystem and feel you are a part of the whole Magento community. Magento conferences are definitely one of the things that make choosing a Magento platform such a great idea. There are so many events going on that it’s easy to get lost in the ocean of information or miss something important. Amasty Team has gathered for you information on all the Magento events 2014 together and provided a little BONUS inside.

Meet Magento Germany 2014

It is already the 8th Meet Magento conference conducted in Germany, so one can expect plenty of interesting reports, meetings with Magento decision-makers and a lot more. Every year more than half of the thousand Magento evangelists come to Germany to share knowledge and experience.
Meet Magento Germany 2014 will focus on such trending topics as mobile commerce, internationalization and legal terms in Magento.

Besides, there’s a connected fair organized, which lets one learn more about the latest Magento and eCommerce products. Magento developers would definitely be interested in the BarCamp that would also take place at the event.

Meet Magento NL 2014

Meet Magento Netherlands 2014 located in a small, but cozy town Utrecht, has a lot to offer to those who are interested in Magento community. The first day of the event will be devoted to Magento members and the processes within Magento platform, whereas the second day will deal with eCommerce tendencies outside Magento and the way they affect the platform.

The meeting and reports will be conducted in two languages: English and Dutch. In case you don’t speak Dutch, there is a great chance for you to save some money by buying a ticket that doesn’t include Dutch lectures.

Meet Magento Italy 2014

Visiting Meet Magento Italy will let you enjoy the events in one of the most beautiful cities in the world – Milan. All the lectures at the event are
divided into two categories: Business sector and Tech sector, which makes this conference interesting for both developers and merchants.

The program of the event is still under revision, but the list of speakers looks quite promising featuring Thomas Fleck and other active members of the Magento community.

**MagentoLive UK 2014**

Previous MagentoLive UK was a great success, so this year we have luck to enjoy the 2\textsuperscript{nd} MagentoLive UK. Last year the event attracted plenty of the key figures of Magento ecosystem, including Roy Rubin as well as the representatives of Ebay, Forrester and others.

If you don’t know what to expect from MagentoLive UK 2014, we suggest you having a look at the videos and presentations from the previous year. All this information can be found at the official website of the event.

**Meet Magento Romania 2014**

This is the first time Romania is hosting Meet Magento event. Cluj-Napoca, the city where the conference will take place, was enlisted by KPMG Advisory in the rating of 31 cities attractive for IT investment. It’s hard to say what Meet Magento Romania will be like, but we hope it will become an annual event that brings together Magento evangelists from Eastern
and Central Europe.

**Meet Magento Russia 2014**

Autumn events of Meet Magento conferences are opened with Meet Magento Russia 2014, which is the 2\textsuperscript{nd} time Russian Magento community gathers in order to discuss the latest trends and technologies. This event is designed in such a way that any member of Magento ecosystem, no matter whether he is a developer or a merchant, will find some interesting and useful lectures and case studies.

By the way, Amasty was the Gold sponsor of the previous event, so if you want to have a look at what Meet Magento Russia 2013 was like, you are welcome to check our [report](#).

**Meet Magento Brazil 2014**

The first Meet Magento Brazil took place in 2012. Now we are glad to introduce to you the third conference conducted in the Brazil metropolis Sao Paulo. The event of 2013 could boast of two halls where the lectures were conducted simultaneously as well as a number of workshops. It was visited by Yoav Kutner, Thomas Fleck and a number of other key figures of the Magento community.

**MagentoLive Germany 2014**

https://amasty.com/blog/magento-events-2014/
MagentoLive Germany is a great event to be. Amasty has visited it last year and was really impressed by the atmosphere of the conference and the abundance of the useful lectures that provided a deep insight into the issues concerning Magento platform. Check the report on the [MagentoLive Germany 2013](https://amasty.com/blog/magento-events-2014/) or better come yourself to see it with your own eyes.

**MagentoLive Australia 2014**

And the last, but not the least in our Magento events list is MagentoLive Australia 2014. The previous conference that took place last year received great feedback. It provided a profound basis for discussion between the head management of Magento and Ebay featuring Roy Rubin, Ben Pressley and Adrian Christie. Hope this year MagentoLive Australia would be even more fruitful for Magento ecosystem, so don’t lose the chance to visit it.

And a few words about the promised BONUS. There are so many events going on, that it’s quite easy to forget about some of them and miss them. In order to prevent this Amasty Team has designed a desktop wallpaper for you and created a Google calendar that you can add to your own one (check the instruction [here](https://amasty.com/blog/magento-events-2014/)). Click on the banner to download the whole pack or to the links to download the items separately.
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